High Density Polymer
Series 60 - Floor & Ceiling Anchored

1702 Peninsula Drive, Erie PA 16505 - Phone (814) 833-1154 - Fax (814) 838-3473

Scope - High Density Polymer toilet, shower and dressing compartments are manufactured using high density polymer resin. Color is solid thru-out. Compartments cannot rust, rot, delaminate or absorb odors like marble. Completely water resistant, can be used under any moisture condition. Perfect for shower and dressing compartments as well as toilet partitions.

Panels - Will be 1” thick

Doors - Will be 1” thick

60 Series Pilasters - Will be 1” thick. Pilasters are to be anchored to the floor and ceiling with heavy gauge angle.

Hardware - To be aluminum. Toilet compartment will be provided with all hardware and fasteners for a complete installation for a standard installation with masonry block walls and concrete floors.

Brackets - Continuous aluminum brackets. Single ear will be used at pilaster to wall and end panel to walls. Double ear brackets will be used at intermediate panel to walls. U brackets will be use for panels to back of pilasters.

Door Hardware - Aluminum wrap around hinges. To be secured to pilaster and doors with thru-bolts. ADA doors will be provided with ADA coat hook, double sided door pull, and door bumper. Aluminum slide latches and chrome plated combination coat hook / bumper.

Shoes - To be 3” high, .031 stainless steel.

---

### Classification
- Standard
- Class "B" Fire Rated
- NFPA 286
- Class "A" Fire Rated

### Hinge Options
- Aluminum Wrap Around Hinge (Standard)
- Integral Hinge
- Stainless Steel Vault Hinge
- Continuous Aluminum Spring Hinge (GXA2000)
- Continuous Stainless Steel Spring Hinge (JN2000)
- Continuous Stainless Steel Gravity Hinge (JN7789)

### Door Hardware Options
- Aluminum Surface Mounted Latch & Keeper
- Stainless Steel Surface Mounted Latch & Keeper

### Bracket Options
- Continuous Aluminum Brackets (Standard)
- Continuous Plastic Brackets
- Aluminum Stirrup Brackets
- Stainless Steel Stirrup Brackets
- Continuous Stainless Steel Brackets

### Other Options
- Cutouts
- Aluminum Privacy Strips
- Plastic Shoes
- No Sight Strike